Choose the Word

Directions: Look at each word pair. Circle the base word of each word pair.

1. page pagination
2. grave gravity
3. reptilian reptile
4. rite ritual
5. mineral mine

Directions: Read the sentences and choose the word with the correct meaning and spelling to fit the blanks.

6. The ________________ was sent to prison for five years.
   crime    criminal    crimenal

7. The scientists watched the rocket to see the ________________ of the boosters.
   ignition    ignite    igniteion

8. Our class is studying ________________ environments where very few animals can live.
   extremity    extreme    extremity

9. Scientists must be ________________ when they measure chemicals for experiments.
   precise    precision    preciseion

10. Mr. Davenport asked the class to turn to the correct ________________ in their books.
    pagination    page    pageination